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Assembly instruction | Cleaning socket, angular and round

Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

Angular and round floor sockets in the dimensions 105 x 105 mm and Ø 125 mm for dry and wet-cleaned rooms for direct instal-
lation in the screed with low installation height. As dummy version (UBSK-VP W1 E), with hinged cover (UBSK-V W1 E) or as a tube 
(UBST-R W1-WD).

The tube and dummy versions are 
suitable for wet rooms, the hinged cover 
variant is only suitable for dry-cleaned 
rooms. Tube and shuttering body are 
optional.

Fix the empty pipes to the aligned 
formwork body. Before placing the 
screed, fix the formwork body to the 
unfinished floor and secure it against 
floating.

After the screed has hardened, carefully 
remove the formwork body using the 
ripcord.

Detach the cover plate and the earth 
wire from the frame of the floor socket.

Remove the perforation on the side 
walls of the floor socket and insert the 
empty conduit.

Insert the floor socket into the cavity. 
Ensure that the floor socket is aligned at 
finished floor level.
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Assembly instruction | Cleaning socket, angular and round

Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

The horizontal alignment and height 
adjustment of the floor socket is 
done via the four adjusting screws. If 
necessary, the floor socket can be fixed 
to the subfloor.

After the mortar has completely 
hardened and the floor covering has 
been laid, the floor socket can be used.

After connecting the socket, the cover 
plate is fixed to the frame of the floor 
socket again using the screws. Observe 
equipotential bonding.

The use of the tube makes it possible to 
use the floor socket even in wet-cleaned 
rooms.

Before placing the mortar, check the 
position of the floor socket. Apply the 
mortar without air pockets, if necessary 
mask the gap between the frame and 
the cover.
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